




The power of terroir

Tonnellerie Bernard has been crafting barrels using traditional 

French techniques since it was founded in Southwestern 

France in 1936.  Having joined the Charlois Group in 2017, 

Tonnellerie Bernard now benefits from a privileged supply 

of premium French oak staves from some of the most 

prestigious forests in central France.



 

The blending of  skills 

The experience of the FORESTRY EXPERT: sustainable forest 

management over perpetual seasons guides the finest oaks to 

maturity, often beyond 150 years.  The French Forestry 

Commission (ONF) is our principal supplier.

The knowledge of the STAVE MILLER: the savoir-faire of the 

Maison Charlois brings a multi-generational commitment and 

over 200 years experience to the production of oak staves.  

The selection of oak and the preparation and natural 

seasoning of the staves is adapted to the specific 

requirements of the cooperage.

  

The craftsmanship of the COOPER: combining traditional 

techniques with modern equipment creates 

barrels of the highest quality hand crafted 

for the aging of the finest wines. 

The expertise of the VITICULTURIST: the deep 

understanding of the vines reveals the 

best qualities of the fruit.

The artistry of the WINEMAKER: relating talent 

and seasoned judgement to the nuances of each vintage 

yields choices that coax the optimum expression 

from the terroir.

It is the harmony of these diverse skills 

that creates exceptional wines.



Bernard Barrels

Tonnellerie Bernard proposes a range of barrels 

made from a selection of fine grain oak staves 

naturally air seasoned for at least 24 months.

The Bernard “Délicatesse” barrels are made from specially 

chosen oak staves chimney stacked in order to provide 

maximum airflow and thus a more consistent seasoning.

Tonnellerie Bernard offers a range of meticulously 

controlled and balanced toast levels.



The range of Bernard barrels 

STANDARD BARRELS

BORDEAUX TRANSPORT - 225L - 22mm or 27mm

BORDEAUX CHATEAU FERRÉE - 225L- 22mm 

BORDEAUX CHATEAU TRADITION - 225L - 22mm

BURGUNDY TRANSPORT - 228L - 27mm

BURGUNDY TRADITION - 228L - 27mm

LARGE  FORMATS

300L BARREL - 27mm

350L BARREL - 27mm 

400L BARREL - 27mm

500L BARREL - 27 or 32mm

DEMI-MUID - 600L - 42mm

«BERNARD DÉLICATESSE»

BORDEAUX TRANSPORT - 225L - 27mm

BURGUNDY  TRANSPORT - 228L - 27mm

300 LITER BARREL

TOAST OPTIONS
Light (L)
Medium (M)
Medium + (M+)
Heavy (H)
Toasting of heads is optional 

For additional information, please contact:
Tel : + 33 (0) 545 805 026
commercial@tonnellerie-bernard.com



Tonnellerie Bernard
Route d’Archiac – 16130 Lignières Sonneville – France

Tel : + 33 (0) 545 805 026 | Fax : + 33 (0) 545 805 647
commercial@tonnellerie-bernard.com

www.tonnellerie-bernard.com


